New senior appointments for Buildxact support continued
high growth
Buildxact announces the appointments of Tim James as Head of Partnerships &amp; Channels and Luke
Bongiorno as Chief Product Officer.

Buildxact announces the appointments of Tim James as Head of Partnerships & Channels and Luke Bongiorno as Chief Product Officer; both
appointments being integral to the company’s short and long-term growth strategy.
Tim James joins Buildxact from MYOB, where he held the position of Partnerships Commercial Manager. He brings deep expertise in building
partnership networks and he will be building on an existing network of industry and commercial partners including accountants, bookkeepers and
business advisors. Partnerships are pivotal to the organisation, enabling Buildxact to reach further into the chosen customer segment.
Tim joins a growing leadership team that also includes Luke Bongiorno, who joined in May. Luke is the third executive appointment in the past six
months, joining the recently appointed CEO, David Murray, and CSMO, David Koopmans, in the executive team. Luke’s appointment is a key step in
the company’s growth strategy to expand product functionality and product portfolio. He will be building on a successful cloud-based construction
estimating and job management solution known for its ease of use.

A seasoned product and technology professional, Luke comes to Buildxact with an extensive background in managing product life cycles end to end;
from product conceptualisation and design to execution. Working for global companies such as Nintex and ABB, he has successfully led large and
small teams in high-growth cloud businesses, with a passion for customer driven product development.
“I am delighted to have Luke and Tim join the company,” commented David Murray, Buildxact’s CEO. “They will be instrumental in expanding the
company’s product portfolio and partner network. The appointment of both positions represents the ongoing investment by Buildxact in our expansion
strategy."
Based out of Buildxact’s headquarters in Melbourne, both Luke and Tim have hit the ground running and are focused on expanding the company’s
product offerings and partnership network, both locally and internationally.
About Buildxact Buildxact is an Australian software company that provides builders and trades with simple online business tools. We help our
customers get ahead and stay ahead with estimating and job management software to manage the job end to end, from first contact and quote to final
invoice.
For more information contact Marina Domoney, Head of Marketing Communications. marinad@buildxact.com.au
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